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The Victorian Circular Activator (VCA) is a physical innovation hub that works to help
activate the transition towards a more circular economy through a combination of
applied research, activation programs, and annual circular economy innovation
showcases.

The VCA is a collaboration between RMIT University, RMIT Activator, Swinburne
University, the Australian Circular Economy Hub, Circular Economy Victoria, and
Sustainability Victoria.

This project is supported by the Victorian Government's Recycling Victoria Innovation
Fund as part of the Circular Economy Business Innovation Centre.
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CEED Innovation Program Overview
The CEED Innovation Program was developed in response to two emerging trends
noticed by the Circular Economy Victoria (CEV) team:
Transition broker
champions further
action

There was a growing demand from small-to-medium sized organisations to take part
in tailored CE innovation programs that took a more holistic approach and went
beyond the basics
There was a need in the Victorian ecosystem to bring diverse stakeholders together
to solve complex problems

Complex Problem
Identification/
Refinement

Network Governance
Proposal

As part of the VCA, CEV set out to design and deliver an action based innovation
program that simultaneously helped an individual organisation realise CE opportunities
at a business model level, as well as set the foundation for a network approach to
solving an identified complex problem over a longer timeframe.

Transition catalyst
defines complex
problem & identifies
key stakeholders

Partner
Recruitment

The program was designed into four stages:
Stage 1: Complex Problem Identification/Refinement
Stage 2: Partner Recruitment
Stage 3: Innovation Sprint
Stage 4: Network Governance Proposal

Transition catalyst
collates learnings
from sprint/s

Innovation Sprint

Transition catalyst
facilitates sprint/s
with partners

The program therefore has the following stakeholders:
The CEED program therefore works to:
The transition catalyst is a CE professional that identifies the complex problem and
champions the initial action
The lead partner provides the scope for the innovation sprint as well as a core set of
capabilities that can support the solving of the complex problem over time
Key collaboration partners support the transition broker and lead partner through
the innovation program
Expert panelists provide advice and feedback needed to progress the sprint
The transition broker is a CE professional that is well respected within the problem
domain and able to champion further network action on the complex problem

Help organisations solve practical problems and explore viable opportunities for their
organisations
Build the case for, as well as drives progress towards, a broader network governance
solution for the identified complex problem.
In this way the program brokers systemic change on a regime or structural level through
the advancement of individual niche innovations.
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Stage 1: Complex Problem Identification
Australians are among the largest per capita waste producers in the World. Besides the
environmental challenges associated with this, there are also significant lost economic
and social opportunities. The residual value of products and materials thrown away by
Australian citizens and businesses is still largely untapped, with millions of dollars being
buried in landfill every year.

Below we explore this complex problem through a comparison between linear and
circular approaches. This is by no means comprehensive, however it does highlight a
number of circular interventions that could be explored within the CEED program.

Product
Manufacturers &
Retailers

Hard rubbish is both a complex problem with deep cultural and structural barriers, as
well as a potential opportunity to help local economies take better advantage of this
wasted socio-economic development opportunity. In Victoria during the 2019–20 period,
112.0 kt of hard waste was collected, with 91.8 kt disposed of to landfill and the remaining
20.2 kt recovered for resale or further reprocessing. This equates to an average hard
waste diversion rate of only 18.1%.

Households

Local
Governments

Product
Manufacturers &
Retailers

If we could find more circular economy alternatives to hard waste then we could
potentially realise the associated socio-economic opportunities for both local councils
and their communities.

Circular Design
Practices

Possible economic opportunity:
An increase in gross-local-product (Economic
activity yielded from recovering, repairing/
refurbishing, and reselling)
A savings in tax payer expenditure used to pay
for hard rubbish collection, sorting, and
disposal of discarded products
Possible social opportunity:
Strengthening of local circular economy
communities that increase the lifespan of
products within local economies.
Create more inclusive economies, providing
communities greater access to products
through sharing, resell, and donations

Sustainable
Consumption
Campaigns

Recyclers

Households

Hard Waste
Contractors

Product
Stewardship
Schemes

Local
Governments

Upcycling Centres
(Resell, Repair,
Resell, etc)
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Hard Waste
Contractors

Flea Markets &
Garage Sales
Online
Communities &
Marketplaces

Stage 2: Partner Recruitment
CEV started participant recruitment by reaching out to stakeholders across the hard waste
related value chain to identify the best way to support the circular economy transition of
the hard waste system.

A program proposal was sent to the below stakeholders, who promptly accepted the
invitation to participate in the CEED innovation program on circular economy hard waste
alternatives.

Conversations indicated that there was a need to help compound the impact of existing
hard waste related Facebook groups, that have grown significantly over the last three
years, and now represent over 300,000 Victorians across the State. Immediate
collaborators that were identified included local governments, local up-cyclers, and flea
markets.

Organisation

The opportunity to bring this together was provided by a meeting with Garage Sale Trail,
who provides an innovative collaborative solution in the form of an annual national garage
sale festival, where households, community groups, neighbourhood houses, and online
hard waste groups work together with their local councils to divert waste to landfill while
delivering socio-economic value to their local economies.
The program therefore focused on the bottom half of the illustrated hard waste value chain
on the previous page.

Expert Panel

Lead Partner

Collaboration Partners
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Role

People

Circular Economy Victoria

Transition Catalyst

Sean Trewick

Garage Sale Trail

Lead Partner

Barbara Gill
Pip Hellene
Andrew Valder

Nourishing Neighbours
Good Karma Effect
Green Collect

Collaboration Partners

Vaissy Dasler
Amy Chruchouse
Sally Quinn

City of Yarra
City of Ballarat
Moreland City Council
City of Knox
City of Port Phillip
City of Wyndham
City of Melbourne
City of Stonnington

Expert Panelists

Lisa Coffa
Fiona Stevenson
Tammy Sherar
Anouk Hengeveld
Binita Shrestha
Simon Crawford
Nathan Bosnjakovic
Rose McVicar

Stage 2: Partner Recruitment cont.
Lead Partner: Garage Sale Trail

Collaboration Partner: Good Karma Effect

Garage Sale Trail is an innovative week long festival dedicated to helping communities
around Australia extend the life of their pre-loved items by selling them at a garage sale.
During the 2021 festival, 170,498 residents participated either as a seller or a buyer across
the country. This resulted un 1,236 tonnes of items being reused, valued at $1,6 million.

Good Karma Effect supports the establishment and maintenance of networks that
empower connected, supportive and sustainable communities through managed
Facebook groups. Their online communities represent over 160,000 residents across
Victoria and provide safe, location-based spaces for neighbours to establish relationships,
share resources and find positive solutions to one another’s challenges.

CEV selected Garage Sale Trail as the lead partner because of the powerful role they play
in bringing people together to valorise dormant and under-utilised household items. Their
distributive approach to enabling the circular economy provides businesses, community
groups, and households with the opportunity to activate their local circular economies in
partnership with their local councils. Garage Sale Trail are also actively looking to
collaborate with local organisations and individuals to compound impact and strengthen
the shared value proposition of the festival.

CEV asked Good Karma Effect to collaborate because of the potential impact that the
Good Karma Facebook groups can have in driving annual activation in Garage Sale Trail, as
well as explore innovation opportunities to strengthen Good Karma Effect's future work.
Collaboration Partner: Green Collect
Green Collect is an industry leader in finding the best environmental outcome for a wide
variety of hard-to-recycle items from the office and home. They focus on innovative
resource recovery solutions, and are dedicated to keeping excess and waste office items
out of landfill, keeping them in the circular economy through reuse, remake, and recycle.

Collaboration Partner: Nourishing Neighbours
Founder Vaissy Dasler convenes several Hard Rubbish Rescue Facebook groups that
represent over 21,000 residents in Melbourne's North. These groups are very active, with
the Moreland group boasting a monthly post rate of over 1,500 posts.

CEV asked Green Collect to collaborate because of potential synergies they could have in
activating Melbourne's West to valorise their dormant and unwanted items through their
newly established western Melbourne circular economy precinct.

CEV asked Nourishing Neighbours to collaborate because of the potential impact that the
Hard Rubbish Rescue groups can have in catalysing a northern Melbourne circular
economy hub, as well as help drive annual activation in the 2022 Garage Sale Trail.

GST General
Manager:
Barbara Gill

GST Manager Strategic
Partnerships & Projects:
Pip Helene

GST Co-Founder:
Andrew Valder

Nourishing
Neighbours Founder:
Vaissy Dasler
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Good Karma Effect
Founder:
Amy Churchouse

CEO Green Collect:
Sally Quinn

Stage 3: Innovation Sprint
The innovation sprint is the third stage in the CEED program. It follows a process of deep
understanding of the complex problem, as well as a robust partner recruitment process.
The transition catalyst is therefore well prepared to take the lead and collaboration
partners through a well informed innovation sprint where the lead partner puts forward
potential opportunities for their business that can also support the collaboration partners,
as well as drive progress towards a solution to the broader complex problem.

Session 3: Experiment learnings

The innovation sprint follows a similar process to the best practice LEAN startup approach
of 'build, test. learn'. Below is a summary of the three core innovation sprint sessions.

Based on engagement data received from the Facebook groups, as well as qualitative
feedback from the collaboration partners, there is a strong indication that if the online
communities are adequately activated, they will have a significantly positive effect on
overall participation in the 2022 Garage Sale Trail festival.

Collaboration partners were then consulted to explore synergies for their own work, while
helping to provide real life feedback to the lead partner's identified opportunities.
Experiment 1:

Session 1: Ideation and prioritisation
The first session uses the Prioritise framework from the VCA CE Innovation Frameworks to
ideate and prioritise potential innovation opportunities for Garage Sale Trail.

Experiment 2:
Based on calculations from State and Local Government hard waste data, as well as
participation and product recovery figures from Garage Sale Trail, there is a clear cost
savings associated value proposition for councils with populations over 90,000 residents to
participate in the annual Garage Sale Trail festival.

Three unique ideas were raised.
1. Increase the volume of products/materials exchanged during the program through
increased awareness of the campaign and the broadening of supply side participants
2. Increase the number of participating councils and the average retention duration of
council programs
3. Increase the diversity of revenue streams for Garage Sale Trail

More work is needed to validate this value proposition for councils with populations under
90,000 residents.
Based on feedback from the local government
expert panel, this validated value proposition
would be well received and could lead to more
councils signing up or extending their existing
contracts.

Session 2: Experiment scoping & delivery
The top two ideas were selected to progress into Session 3.
The first idea was scoped to test a new engagement model with hard waste/good
karma themed Facebook groups to support participation in Garage Sale Trail 2022.
Priority on VIC councils in their last year of contract.
The second idea was scoped to test a new value proposition for councils around
Garage Sale Trail as an alternative to hard-waste by demonstrating potential hardwaste associated cost savings through data.
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Stage 3: Innovation Sprint cont.
The innovation sprint took place between July and August 2022. The core three sessions
were held with the lead partner, Garage Sale Trail. Other consultations were held with the
collaboration partners throughout the innovation sprint. Below is the program schedule for
the innovation sprint.
Session

Date

Participants

Initial Meeting with Lead Partner

22 April 2022

CEV
Garage Sale Trail

Innovation Sprint Preparation

11 July 2022

CEV
Garage Sale Trail

Lead Partner Session 1:
Ideate and Prioritise

20 July 2022

CEV
Garage Sale Trail

Collaboration Partner Consultation 1:
Nourishing Neighbours

22 July 2022

CEV
Nourishing Neighbours

Collaboration Partner Consultation 2:
Good Karma Effect

22 July 2022

CEV
Good Karma Effect

Lead Partner Session 2:
Scoping Experiments

25 July 2022

CEV
Garage Sale Trail

Collaboration Partner Consultation 3:
Green Collect

27 July 2022

CEV
Green Collect

Collaboration Partner Consultation 4:
Nourishing Neighbours

1 August 2022

CEV
Nourishing Neighbours

Collaboration Partner Consultation 5:
Good Karma Effect

5 August 2022

CEV
Good Karma Effect

Expert Panel:
Local Governments

11 August 2022

CEV
Participating councils

Lead Partner Session 3:
Findings from Experiments

15 August 2022

CEV
Garage Sale Trail

CEV and the Garage Sale Trail team

CEV and LGA expert panel

The innovation sprint canvases can be seen in the Appendix.
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Stage 4: Network Governance Proposal
In response to the need in the Victorian ecosystem to bring diverse stakeholders together to solve complex problems, the VCA set out to build the case for a broader network governance solution
for the complex problem of 81.9% of Victorian hard waste being dumped in landfills.
This program has shown that there is a shared sense of urgency, as well as a strong willingness between diverse actors to collaborate to form a coalition of the willing that can work collectively to
solve this complex problem. A proposal to expand this program into a formal network governance model is currently underway with the goal of formalising a coalition of the willing by the end of
2022. Current work is to map the key drivers, preconditions, and actors needed to formalise a coalition of the willing around circular economy hard waste alternatives.

Product
Manufacturers &
Retailers
Build on CEBIC's year three focus on CE design to
identify and engage design groups and professionals.

Identify and understand drivers to bring in recyclers
working with engaged councils and waste contractors.

Identify and understand drivers to bring in waste
contractors working with engaged councils.

Circular Design
Practices

Possible actors include manufacturers and retailers
already engaging in the CE. E.g. IKEA, Officeworks.
Sustainable
Consumption
Campaigns

Identify and understand drivers to bring in marketing
and advertising groups and professionals.

Recyclers

Households

Identify key community leaders to represent the
'consumer' voice in the coalition.

Hard Waste
Contractors

Product
Stewardship
Schemes

Possible actors include the Product Stewardship Centre
of Excellence, as well as specific product stewardship
schemes focused on furniture and white goods.

Expand relationships with engaged councils, as well as
the LG Pro Special Interest Group on CE.

Expand relationship with Green Collect and bring in
other upcycling centres and charities. E.g. Enable,
Circonomy, Reimaginarium, Salvos Stores.

Local
Governments

Identify appropriate
Transition Broker to
convene and steer
the coalition of the
willing

Flea Markets &
Garage Sales

Online
Communities &
Marketplaces

Upcycling Centres
(Resell, Repair,
Resell, etc)
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Expand collaboration with Garage Sale Trail and bring in
representative of other related initiatives. E.g.
Camberwell Sunday Market

Work to find ways to support engaged Facebook
groups, and bring in formal online market places like
Gumtree, Facebook Marketplace, and ASPIRE.

Program Feedback & Learnings
The CEED innovation program on CE hard waste alternatives uncovered some interesting
insights that are either currently being actioned, or should be investigated further for future
action.

Key learnings on the broader complex problem are listed below:
Change moves at the speed of trust
Inherent motivation is strong to collectively explore circular economy alternatives to
hard waste
People are passionate about this topic, therefore a highly inclusive and transparent
process is needed.
It is possible to benefit your business while supporting a systemic transition
There is a lot of work already done around hard waste and future innovations should
work to build on this
Current socio-economic conditions are perfect to accelerate this work as both the need
to create stronger communities and more local economic opportunity are needed
There is opportunity for all in the CE, so competition should only be tolerated if it
supports the healthy development of open innovation for a more CE for all
Legislation needs to evolve to put more responsibility on upstream actors in the value
chain

The program revealed that this is an area of much concern to a diverse set of Victorian
stakeholders, and that a lot of these stakeholders are already taking independent action to
help solve the hard waste complex problem. The program also revealed a high level of
willingness to collaborate openly.
This sets fertile soil for this CEED program to germinate and grow into a robust network
governance modelled project that can build a meaningful platform for diverse
stakeholders across the hard waste value chain to come together and innovate together to
eliminate the current 81.9% of hard waste entering Victorian landfills every year.
Key learnings from the Garage Sale Trail innovation sprint are listed below
Hard waste Facebook groups are highly valued by households, and more top down
support in the form of funding and other structural support is needed to scale the
associated impact of these groups
Hard waste Facebook groups and Garage Sale Trail offer a strong mutual value
proposition and this collaboration opportunity should be further explored and
formalised
Local CE themed precincts like Green Collect have access to a wealth of experience
and established networks. A shared value proposition between Garage Sale Trail
should be explored that would appeal to social enterprises looking to expand their
impact through campaigns like what Garage Sale Trail offers
There are strong financial incentives for councils of certain sizes and/or participation
levels to participate in Garage Sale Trail -this data driven story should be expanded on
Stronger top down recognition and valuation needs to be given to the social
infrastructure that programs like Garage Sale Trail work to build within local
communities.
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Program Feedback & Learnings cont.
The CEED innovation program was designed to:

Program Delivery

Help organisations solve practical problems and explore viable opportunities for their
organisations
Build the case for, as well as drives progress towards a broader network governance
solution for the identified complex problem.

The ideal time frame for a CEED innovation program is 3-6 months. The initial research
during the complex problem definition and partner recruitment stages should not be
underestimated. Always keep the context of where and who in mind.

Through the delivery of the first CEED innovation program, CEV is happy to report that the
overall concept is a success and proves both appealing and relevant to actors looking to
embed CE innovation within their business models, while simultaneously being a part of a
larger systemic innovation.
Below we reflect on the program design and delivery and make recommendations for
improvements for future iterations of the program.
Program Design
The four stages of the program flow well, with the note that a CEED innovation program
may need multiple innovation sprints and partner revisions to meet the respective program
outcomes.
Not all CEED innovation programs will result in a strong enough case to formalise a
network governance proposal. In this case either further innovation sprints should be
undertaken, or the initial complex problem and recruited partners should be altered in
accordance to learning from the initial sprints.
Further work to refine this program design should be undertaken to continuously improve
systemic innovation opportunities in Victoria and beyond. There is also opportunity to
embed further network governance thinking into this program design.

Source: How Network Governance Powers the
Circular Economy, 2020
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Appendix

Innovation Sprint
Experiments
Circular economy opportunities
for Garage Sale Trail (GST)
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Session 1:
Ideate & Prioritise
The first session used the Prioritise framework
form the VCA CE Innovation Frameworks to
ideate and prioritise potential innovation
opportunities for Garage Sale Trail.
This canvas shows the initial innovation
opportunity ideation.
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Session 1:
Ideate & Prioritise
This was later refined into three unique ideas,
and prioritised in sequential order. The top two
ideas were selected to progress into the
experiments that would be run as part of the
innovation sprint.
Idea 1: Increase the volume of
products/materials exchanged during the
program through increased awareness of the
campaign and the broadening of supply side
participants
Idea 2: Increase the number of participating
councils and the average retention duration of
council programs (Two seperate project scopes
were defined for this idea)
Idea 3: Increase the diversity of revenue streams
for GST
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Experiment 1:
Test a new engagement
model with hard waste
related Facebook groups
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Session 2:
Scope for Experiment 1
The first idea was scoped to:
Test a new engagement model with hard
waste/good karma themed Facebook groups
to support participation in GST 2022.
Priority on VIC councils in their last year of
contract.
This experiment would involve looking at three
types of innovations (Network process, and
channel) by:
Identifying 1-3 local facebook group
convenors in local government areas active
in the 2022 activation with priority of areas in
their final year
Setting up introductory calls with identified
convenors
Key discussion goals:
Understand interest/disinterest in
supporting the 2022 GST activation
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Session 3:
Findings from Experiment 1
Four calls with convenors of two seperate hard
waste related Facebook groups and one
physical circular economy precinct were
facilitate by CEV. Collectively these groups offer
GST with access to over 70,000 active
community members in areas that 2022 GST
campaign will be held, primarily in Melbourne's
northern and western suburbs.
Based on engagement data received from the
Facebook groups, as well as qualitative
feedback from the collaboration partners, there
is a strong indication that if the online
communities are adequately activated, they will
have a significantly positive effect on overall
participation in the 2022 GST campaign.
The hypothesis of the experiment was therefore
validated and the following next steps are
recommended:
Understand what would be needed to
onboard these groups into the 2022 GST
campaign
Understand what data these groups could
help capture
Understand what material and sharing
channels will need to be set up to facilitate
collaboration during the activation
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Experiment 2:
Test a new engagement
model with hard waste
related Facebook groups
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Session 2:
Scope for Experiment 2
The second idea was scoped to:
Test a new value proposition for councils
around GST as an alternative to hard-waste by
demonstrating potential hard-waste
associated cost savings through data.
This experiment would involve looking at two
types of innovations (process and product
system) by:
Identifying required data to calculate cost
savings associated with GST and hard waste
savings
Calculation based on historical data from
GST
Identifying up to 10 councils that GST has a
good relationship with, preferable ones that
also participated in this program
Key discussion goals:
Understand the validity of the data and
calculations
Understand whether councils would be
willing to share data to refine calculations
and how GST could help
capture/consolidate this data
Understand whether this approach
provides a stronger value proposition for
councils
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Session 3:
Findings from Experiment 2
Councils have shown a strong willingness to share
data and collaborate in order to help find innovative
alternatives to current hard waste practices. They
have also expressed interest in a data driven, cost
related value proposition to incentivise their
participation in GST
Calculations show a potential financial saving of at
least $ 44 per household through the hosting of an
annual GST
When the cost of the GST program is included,
calculations show that there are only cost savings
for councils with populations over 90,000 residents
Alternative pricing models for councils under 90,000
are needed to validate this hypothesis completely
The hypothesis of the experiment was therefore
only partially validated and the following next steps
are recommended:
Develop a refined pitch deck
Refine and build on the analysis used to
calculate these figures
Workshop alternative pricing models for councils
with populations under 90,000
Continue dialogue with engaged local
governments and test pitch deck
Continue conversation of collaborative data
capture and analysis between GST and engaged
councils
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The VCA acknowledges the living connections of the Bunuroung Boon Wurrung and
Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung peoples to the lands and waters of the Eastern Kulin Nation.
We pay our respect to their Elders past, present and emerging.

